Strengthening civic literacy among students through digital literacy in society 5.0
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ABSTRACT

The reading index in Indonesia is still relatively low, so many students are victims of fake news that develops on social media. In addition, students have not been able to utilize digital technology as digital literacy to the fullest, so it has implications for the weakness of knowledge about civic literacy. The research design used is a literature review and the type of qualitative research. The research method is literature, while the data collection technique uses document studies and the data analysis used is content analysis. Civic literacy has an important role in facing the era of society 5.0, with the ability of civic literacy, really helps students to participate in realizing the harmony of the life of the nation and state. Society 5.0 has a formidable challenge for higher education if each lecturer does not equip students with civic literacy skills. Strategies to strengthen civic literacy through digital literacy can be carried out effectively, by implementing varied learning methods and using digital-based learning media. Through this, students will be interested in learning, considering that students are a digital native generation who cannot be separated from digital technology. Strengthening civic literacy is very effective by utilizing digital literacy so that every student can adapt to the times, especially society in the 5.0 era.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Preamble of the 1945 Constitution states that one of Indonesia’s national aims is to educate its people. The education sector is essential to achieving this goal of ensuring the welfare of the Indonesian people, particularly in the context of the country’s intellectual life. It is indisputable that governments in each nation constantly improve the education standard for their population’s benefit. The goal of education is to create skilled labor [1]. The constitution specifies that the state must devote at least 20% of its budget to the education sector, which is mandated in the National Education System Law No. 20 of 2003 and Article 31 Paragraph 4 of the 1945 Constitution. Currently, the legislature is discussing the National Education System Law to improve education quality in Indonesia [2].

According to the Law on the National Education System, national education aims to develop the nation’s identity. As a result, every teacher and lecturer involved in the educational process is required to incorporate character education into the courses or subjects they teach. Education practices essentially need to be able to develop lifelong learners in people [3]. Additionally, the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) states that there are two essential foundations for quality education
that can develop the quality and character of human resources, namely: i) Four indicators of education, namely learning to know, learn to do, learn to live together, and learn to be yourself; and ii) Lifelong learning [4]. Education has a crucial function to develop a well-rounded individual. It plays a vital role in advancing social welfare, but issues have emerged in Indonesia’s educational system over time. In addition to the country’s still inefficient teacher distribution, it has been discovered that the country’s academic standards have declined.

In 2021, Indonesia ranked 54th out of 78 nations based on the statistics of the World Population for education quality. With the allocations made under the state budget (APBN) and the local government (budget), which call for at least 20% of funds to go toward education, this occurrence is out of balance [5]. The low quality of education in Indonesia is attributed to several causes, including: i) Less humane learning methodologies; ii) Frequent curriculum changes; and iii) Low teacher competencies, including pedagogic, professional, social, and personality competencies [6]. According to information from the Ministry of Education and Culture’s Center for Education and Culture Policy Research Center, the reading index in Indonesia is relatively low. At the provincial level, the index shows that nine provinces are moderate, twenty-four are low, and one is very low. Three provinces, Jakarta, Yogyakarta, and Riau Islands, have the highest index scores, while Papua, West Papua, and West Kalimantan are in the lowest rankings [7].

Given the poor quality of education and the low reading index in Indonesia, these phenomena cannot be disputed, especially in light of the enormous number who are easily provoked by fake news. Human existence is increasingly intertwined with digital technology, particularly social media. According to data from the Ministry of Communication and Informatics, 9,546 hoaxes are discovered on social media between August 2018 and early 2022 [8]. Irresponsible people conduct spread of fake news through social media platforms to stir up trouble and cause anxiety in the community. It turns out that different groups, including the educated and certain officials, are primarily responsible for fake news creation [9].

Social media is a technology that makes it possible to communicate virtually and share ideas easily, effectively, and efficiently [10]. Social media makes people’s lives easier, especially in accessing various information and long-distance communication [11]. As a result of fake information being widely disseminated and the introduction of outside culture and values into Indonesia whether they are in opposition to national identity or not many Indonesians are currently feeling the negative effects of social media and ultimately leaving behind the traditions and values of their own country [12]. Based on the results of a survey conducted by Indonesian Internet User Penetration and Behavior, internet users in Indonesia in 2017 reached 143.26 million people, or 54.68%. This data shows that internet users in Indonesia have increased when compared to the previous year, which had 132.7 million people, and it is predicted that internet users in Indonesia from year to year will always increase. The average internet user is aged 13 to 18 years (75.50%) and 19 to 14 years (74.23%) [13]. According to a study by Saputra, 97% of Indonesian students actively access or utilize social media, and smartphones are the most popular device for doing so [14]. Smartphone technology facilitates human communication and information access but also has detrimental effects on the educational sector. This circumstance makes educational issues more dynamic [15].

As the nation’s future leaders, students must refrain from spreading information whose veracity cannot be readily explained. According to the study’s findings, most students lack motivation, willingness, and ability to verify information independently, making them susceptible to being misled by fake news. Students are expected to be able to validate developing news to avoid being easily influenced by stories whose veracity is still in question [16]. The spread of fake news often occurs when a democratic party or election is being held. Based on data from the Ministry of Communication and Information in the 2019 election, there was 3,356 fake news spread on social media [17]. Hoax news causes problems in the community, especially creating a feeling of insecurity, discomfort, and insecurity in the life of the nation and state [18]. Social media is one of the most popular and easiest ways to spread hoax news. The motives for spreading fake news are: i) Changing public opinion; ii) Influencing policies issued by the government; iii) Criticizing a phenomenon that occurs in society; iv) Supporting community programs or activities; v) Competing in the world business; and vi) Giving concessions to legal action [19].

The world of education is also affected by technological advancements because digital technology has the potential to advance or bring about a variety of new learning resources and media outlets, particularly the internet and electronic media as knowledge sources and educational hubs. The result is that students can now learn knowledge that teachers or lecturers have not mastered because of abundant information sources [20]. However, many students are swayed by news or information that circulates on social media, which causes a lot of students to fall victim to fraud and even student disputes [21]. In essence, hoax news fosters polarisation in the public and horizontal conflicts. Since students are young individuals who will hold leadership relay in the future, this phenomenon must be anticipated immediately. Universities must take prompt action as formal educational institutions, particularly the lecturers who instruct and educate students. The approach of enhancing civic literacy in students as citizens must be fully adopted by lecturers,
particularly those who teach civic education courses because these courses aim to develop good and intelligent citizens.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
This study’s design employs a literature review with a qualitative approach. In the age of society 5.0, this study investigates how students’ civic literacy is strengthened through digital literacy. Since the research design is descriptive, the researcher attempts to define the function of civic literacy in navigating the society 5.0 age and the enhancement of digital literacy provided to students by lecturers. The data gathering method is document studies, thus, the information is derived from research journal articles, proceedings, books or e-books, online or printed news or newspapers, research reports, and other sources. The data were from 32 national and international journals, three books, three research reports, and three credible online media. The data analysis technique used in this research was content analysis. The content data analysis procedures included: i) Data collection; ii) Data categorization; iii) Data coding; iv) Data simplification; and v) Conclusion drawing [22]. The conclusions in this study are significant to be used as a reference for providing recommendations among related parties, especially lecturers and students.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. The role of civic literacy to face society 5.0
The capacity of citizens to address social and political issues about the government is known as civic literacy. To act politically as a citizen, civic literacy has crucial elements and fundamental points. The purpose of civic literacy for every citizen is to understand politics and apply it to their living [23]. More broadly, civic literacy can be understood as knowledge competency in participating and effecting change in the greater community or society. Civic literacy is defined as a knowledge capacity and a citizen ability to understand ideas and activities related to politics [24]. Given the quick flow of information that emerges, particularly in social media, civic literacy is crucial in the age of society 5.0. Every student must be able to examine news that grows on social media and determine if the news is accurate, plausible, or the opposite [25]. Civic literacy is essential knowledge to participate actively and successfully in life, such as expertise related to activeness in accessing and developing information, understanding politics and government, and knowing how to exercise one’s rights and responsibilities as a citizen starting at the local level [26].

Since social media cannot be isolated from anything that satisfies human needs in the era of society 5.0, it, in general, plays a significant part in human existence [27]. The media is critical in educating the public, informing the public, and offering a forum for debate [28]. Society 5.0 demands people to be able to address a variety of challenges and social issues by utilizing various innovations during the era of the industrial revolution 4.0, such as the internet of things, artificial intelligence, big data (large amounts of data), and robots. It urges every citizen to master civic literacy [29]. Society 5.0 aims to develop the idea of a society that values human values through economics, education, social development, and other means to solve all societal issues. All problems that arise are anticipated to be properly and fully resolved so that people can enjoy an active, conducive, and comfortable quality of life [30].

Society 5.0 seeks to create human-centered technology that can fuse the virtual and physical worlds [31]. It means that nations worldwide have started to take various actions dealing with the potential for the re-emergence of technological developments in the industrial revolution 4.0 era. As a developed nation in technology, Japan took the lead in proposing society 5.0. The idea is to strengthen the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, which include eradicating poverty, safeguarding the environment, and providing prosperity for the global society [32]. The Japanese government inspired the concept of society 5.0, according to Fukuyama [33]. It is indisputable that the concept of society 5.0 originated in Japan and has consequences for people worldwide. It demands that every society be capable of adapting to these changes. In the era of society 5.0, most problems are resolved by people using different technical advancements made in the industrial revolution 4.0 era [34].

The role of civic literacy in facing the era of society 5.0 is very central since this knowledge is needed to meet the challenges that arise in the current age. Through civic literacy, every community, especially students, can think creatively and innovatively by utilizing technology; for example, all human needs can be accessed via smartphones, for instance, learning and selling-purchasing activities can be done only through smartphones [35]. Civic literacy encompasses several competencies, including civic knowledge, skills, and dispositions. Civic skills refer to the ability to improve the lives of the nation and state. Civic knowledge means a concept of how to live in the society, nation, and state. Every citizen is required to possess a civic disposition, or attitude of citizenship, following the state identity [36].
For the young generation, especially students, civic literacy is urgently needed to support the development of information and technology. Advancements in technology and information must be coupled with an understanding of national insight to prevent young people from being swayed by or provoked by fake news, particularly those that appear on social media. Therefore, increasing civic literacy must be fully done to advance information and technology and serve as a filter for the younger or millennial generation [37]. Every student needs to improve their civic literacy using various methods or strategies to succeed in today’s world. Moreover, a lecturer in charge of civic education courses must have a successful plan to increase students’ civic literacy by utilizing technology as a learning medium.

3.2. Citizenship education strategy in strengthening civic literacy through digital literacy

Civic literacy is developed by civic education, which must be provided to all students from early childhood through higher education. Civic education must adjust to the times, in which the era of society 5.0, cannot be separated from digital technology even though it is human-centered [38]. Civic education aims to create moral and knowledgeable citizens, both Indonesian people and citizens worldwide. Citizenship education that seeks to improve digital literacy is inextricably linked to digital-based materials because one must be shrewd and astute in using digital resources, such as social media, Google Scholar, and other online databases in the age of society 5.0. The main key to strengthening civic literacy through digital literacy in civic education learning is that every student must be able to master digital technology in the 21st-century and society 5.0.

Since technology is advancing so swiftly and closely related to the internet, the 21st-century demands represent the development of digital technology, including: i) Data literacy, the capacity to comprehend, analyze, and use data and information (big data) in the digital world. It is a compulsory competency among students in the 21st-century; ii) Technology literacy, the capacity to comprehend how machinery and technological applications work; iii) Human literacy, the capacity to comprehend communication and build collaboration; iv) High order thinking skills or HOTS, which include civic engagement, cooperation, communication, critical and creative thinking, computational logic, empathy and civic responsibility; v) The demands of industrial era 4.0 and society 5.0 because the birth of society 5.0 is a response to problems that arise in the era of the industrial revolution 4.0 that cannot be resolved properly; and vi) Science mastery for the benefit of society, from local, national to global levels [39].

Citizenship education courses are very important to be given among students if the main goal is to train students to become good and intelligent citizens [40]. A lecturer in strengthening civic literacy must first master the skills in operating digital technology since the learning media are digital-based. However, nowadays, many lecturers are not familiar with digital technology, such as social media, e-learning, and so on [41]. In addition, the learning method used is monotonous, especially the lecture method, so it makes students bored, and the enthusiasm to improve civic literacy is reduced [42]. Every lecturer must anticipate it because the students they face are totally different in style than those in the 1980s or 1990s. The current students cannot be separated from digital technology, which is often referred to as the digital native generation. The methods used in the learning process must be varied and connected to digital technology. Learning methods determine learning objectives, so teachers and lecturers must be creative and innovative in determining learning methods [43]. For example, today’s students are interested in online games, so a lecturer must use game learning media to attract their civic learning interest [44].

By strengthening civic literacy with digital technology, it is hoped that students will have better writing skills, so universities need to provide policies for students to increase the activities of scientific writing [45]. Suppose the strengthening of civic literacy through digital literacy can be maximally successful. In that case, students will be encouraged to write articles, journal articles, books and so on that contain the progress of the life of the nation and state. Through their work, students can also contribute to the realization of the coherence of national and state life by offering government recommendations or providing beneficial inputs to the community.

4. CONCLUSION

Education is a crucial area for developing excellent human resources, but because Indonesians now have a poor reading proficiency rate, many people especially students fall prey to false information on social media, leading to fights between students. Additionally, because current students have not been able to fully utilize digital technology, especially as it relates to digital literacy, this affects their lack of civic literacy expertise. Civic literacy is crucial in coping with the times, especially in the age of society 5.0. Fundamentally, civic literacy skills enable students to actively engage in civic life, particularly in realizing the interdependence of the lives of the nation and state. If colleges do not have strict policies connected to civic literacy and if each lecturer does not give students civic literacy skills, society 5.0 will pose severe
problems to the world of education, especially higher education. By employing efficient and diversified teaching strategies and utilizing digital-based learning resources, strategies to increase civic literacy through digital literacy can be effectively performed. As the digital native generation, which is inextricably linked to the digital world, especially smartphones, students will all be motivated to learn with technology-based media.
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